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Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 19/11/2007 :  11:02:36    

For all of you who wonder where this thread has gone, Tony (allhitradio) who was the original poster, has been asked
by Endemol, the production company of the captioned tribute show, not to reveal any information previously given in
this post.

Thus, Tony asked me to delete his thread, which is done hereby.

Cor xx

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 28/11/2007 :  23:44:44  

This is the press release put out by the BBC, which provides some info on the format.

Category: TV Entertainment; BBC One 
Date: 19.11.2007 
Printable version 

Brand new to BBC One, The One And Only... is a primetime Saturday night talent show that will leave viewers amazed
and wondering if seeing is believing.

Presented by Graham Norton the programme will showcase the cream of tribute act talent in a quest to crown the UK's
best tribute act and up for grabs is a prize that money can't buy.

Performers won't just want to sing like a superstar, they have to look like them, dress like them, and act like them. In
fact they have to live, breathe and actually turn themselves into the superstar of their dreams. 

Imagine the glamour and glitz of swinging Sinatra doing big band battle with the undisputed princess of pop Kylie. Or
the timeless Elton John fighting it out against sexy chanteuse Cher in a bid to take the tribute act crown.

Auditions have taken place throughout the UK where many hopefuls paid tribute to their favourite idol to win a place in
the nail–biting Superfan Singoff. 

It is at this stage that the tribute acts for some of the world's greatest superstars have to pull out all the stops to
impress the toughest panel of all – the Superfans of their idols. 

Only ten tribute acts will make it through to the live shows and it's the Superfans who decide which ten acts are
convincing enough to show off their talent to the nation.

All this leads up to the weekly live shows on BBC One, where the tribute acts will sing their hearts out in front of a
studio audience full of friends and Superfans, to earn those all–important viewers' votes. 

The tribute acts will be put through their paces as they try to capture the performing essence of an established
superstar. They will be transformed into the star they idolise by a host of top professionals, from choreographers to
make–up artists and costume makers. 

Established vocal coaches to the stars Carrie and David Grant will be also on hand to mentor, prepare and perfect the
sound of the acts.

For the winner there is a once in a lifetime opportunity – a three month performing contract in Las Vegas with the
renowned Legends In Concert, the world's longest–running celebrity impersonator show.

Who can combine their looks, voice and acting talents into a complete package that suspends the audience's disbelief?
Who will the nation choose as their greatest superstar double? Tune in to find out in early January 2008.

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."
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allhitradio
I start counting

United Kingdom
16 Posts

Posted - 30/11/2007 :  10:48:35  

Sadly, despite being very excited about being chosen to be a panel member for the 'sing off', I had to leave the project
and did not take part after all. The sing off was filmed a couple of weeks ago. The show featuring the three possible
Dustys is being screened on 5th January on BBC1. Can't wait to see how the sing off went!
Tx

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 30/11/2007 :  13:42:33  

I hope someone is "dropping this into their hard disc", please!

xx
Kathy

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 30/11/2007 :  14:26:03    

Absolutely, Kathy! I must see it!

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2007 :  18:00:59  

They started running the trailer for the show over the Christmas period. I've only seen one so far but I think there
maybe more. The one I saw featured Frank Sinatra and possibly Kylie or Madonna and Lionel Richie at the end. I'd say
these artistes are not the ones featured in the show but stand in's (apart from LR, who I think was the real thing!). I
doubt they'd want to spoil the surprise by showing the acts before the show goes out on the 5th.

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 27/12/2007 :  18:20:31    

Crikey, im in a bubble again, i had forgotten it was so close.

Neil

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him soon oh-oh"

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

Posted - 29/12/2007 :  22:57:15  

Dusty is mentioned in the Radio Times for the Ladies section of The One and Unly next Saturday 5 January at 9.25 PM
on BBC 1.Heres hoping!

Chris

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 30/12/2007 :  08:35:19  

"Dusty" will definitely get through from the programme on the 5th as that's a pre-recorded show and not a knock-out.
The knock-out's begin the weekend after. Probably a tough call, but it would be good if the latest Dusty could go all
the way like Emma Wilkinson did in the Stars in Their Eyes final a few years back. Emma with the other finalists, some
more recognisable than others
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Edited by - daydreamer on 30/12/2007 08:37:18

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:07:52    

Who the hell is the one at the back with devil horns on?!

Thanks for the pic by the way Carole

Clare xoxo

"I only wanna walk a street that's sunny, i only wanna see the side that's funny..."

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:18:58  

That's The Devil You Know Clare

Carole x
"Since you went away, I've been hanging around...."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:25:20  

Sorry but who the devil are half of them supposed to be

Casx

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:30:02    
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Australia
5805 Posts

No way, is that meant to be Kylie? That's a bad Kylie

Clare xoxo

"I only wanna walk a street that's sunny, i only wanna see the side that's funny..."

Mark
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
5309 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:32:31  

quote:

Originally posted by Cas19

Sorry but who the devil are half of them supposed to be

Casx

Going from bottom left anti-clockwise, I'd hazzard a guess at Jimmy Somerville, Caron (Soul II Soul) Wheeler, Gloria
Gaynor, Dusty, Lionel Richie, Robin Gibb, Bob Marley, Geri Hailiwell?, Lisa Stansfield, Cher......not too sure about the
'horns' girl!!

Mark

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:33:43    

Yeah i thought the chick with the devil horns was meant to be Ginger Spice too! She makes a better Ginger Spice than
a Kylie.

Clare xoxo

"I only wanna walk a street that's sunny, i only wanna see the side that's funny..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  13:35:27  

Thank you Mark, I did know some but....

Casx

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  17:02:41    

Well is the show on tonight then? Please soemeone tape it.

~Don't forget about me, now baby

n/a
deleted

18 Posts

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  17:08:14  

so did any superfans go to this? what's the story, morning glory? any news on who IS performing Dusty tonite please?
Carole, did you go?

anna

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 05/01/2008 :  20:30:58    

Simon Bell and our Carole (daydreaming) were two of the Dusty judges.
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